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ABSTRACT
DERIVED TEXTUAL CONTROL IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY SCHEDULES
WITH CHILDREN WITH AUTISM
By
Holly Jean Kolb
June 2018
Activity schedules are commonly used with individuals with autism and other
developmental disabilities. The primary advantage of activity schedules is that they help
the learner complete tasks independently. One child with autism, who was familiar with
using pictorial activity schedules, participated in this study. This study was done to
examine the use of a conditional discrimination procedure for helping children with
autism transfer from the use of a pictorial activity schedule to the use of a textual activity
schedule. The participant was exposed to a conditional discrimination training procedure
before being tested for the ability to follow a textual activity schedule. The percentage of
correct responses while using the textual activity schedule was the primary dependent
measure in this study. The secondary dependent measure in this study was the percentage
of correct responses on tests for emergent relations (i.e., stimulus equivalence) and the
number of trials necessary to meet criterion during training. After the conditional
discrimination training, the participant followed the textual activity schedule for all three
sets of stimuli. He also matched the pictures to the printed words and the printed words to
the pictures without any direct training.
Key words: Stimulus equivalence, conditional discrimination, emergent relations, activity
schedules
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disability characterized by
deficiencies in social and verbal behavior. According to the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; 2013), the presentation of this disability falls along
a continuum ranging from level 1 (i.e., requires support) to level 3 (i.e., requires very
substantial support). Symptoms include restrictive, repetitive, and stereotypical patterns
of behavior, which typically present themselves between infancy and the first few years
of life (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2012). ASD is a
heterogeneous condition, meaning that no two individuals with autism demonstrate the
exact same profile. Although specific behaviors may change with development, the
difficulties experienced by individuals with ASD reliably fall into core domains that are
dependably measured and generally constant across time (Lord, Cook, Leventhal,
Amaral, 2000).
The Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) Network is a
surveillance system within the CDC that estimates the prevalence of ASD as well as
common characteristics of the disorder in children whose parents or guardians reside
within 14 ADDM sites in the United States (CDC, 2012). Frith and Happe (2005)
observed that in 2008, the prevalence of ASD among the 14 ADDM sites was one in 88
children (about 1.1%), while current estimates for the whole autism spectrum are 60 per
10,000 (about 0.6%). From 2002 to 2008, the ADDM surveillance system found a 78%
increase in prevalence in ASD, projecting an even greater increase over the years to
come. This increase in ASD has been correlated with broader diagnostic criteria,
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increased awareness, and increased availability of diagnostic facilities and autism
specialists (Frith & Happe, 2005).
The interactions between genes and the environment are considered to be the most
probable explanation for the development of autism. A sibling of an individual with
autism has a fifty times higher risk of being diagnosed with ASD than an individual in the
general population, and when one twin is diagnosed with ASD, identical twins show a
60-90% likelihood of being diagnosed with ASD, compared to 0-5% in fraternal twins
(Frith & Happe, 2005). Additionally, the disorder is significantly more prevalent in males
than females, with a diagnosis of one in 54 males and one in 252 females (CDC, 2012).
Although current research suggests a strong genetic basis for autism, environmental
factors are not ruled out. Studies have recently recognized the sensitivity of the
developing brain and its susceptibility to toxic chemicals (Landrigan, Lambertini,
Birnbaum, 2015). Arndt, Stodgell and Rodier, (2005) and Daniels (2006) found that ASD
has been linked with medication taken in the first trimester of pregnancy including
thalidomide, misoprostol, and valproic acid. Recent research has continued to improve
methods for diagnosing individuals affected by autism, but there is limited information
available on the etiology and biology of autism, resulting in therapies focusing on
educational and behavioral interventions (Lord et al., 2000).
Individuals on the autism spectrum share a deficit in social behaviors commonly
observed in typically developing individuals. These deficits range from subtle
abnormalities in social circumstances, particularly with peers, to much more evident
difficulties regarding eye contact, facial expression, and social motivation. A common
characteristic of individuals with minor levels of autism is that they engage in little to no
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verbal behavior. A lack of language can include the inability to read facial expressions
and emotions as well as the inability to speak with meaning (Lord et al., 2000). Lord,
Cook, Leventhal, and Amaral (2000) explained that individuals on the spectrum range
from being completely dependent on a caregiver (i.e., low functioning) to engaging in
functional employment (i.e., high functioning) as they transition into adulthood. Due to
these deficits, lower-functioning individuals commonly over rely on their caregivers for
help with basic tasks (Koyama & Wang, 2011).
Activity schedules are a common method used to promote independence
(McClannahan & Krantz, 1999). Macduff, Krantz, and McClannahan (1993) explained
that activity schedules are typically three-ring binders with one picture per page.
Individuals are taught to open the binder, turn the pages, look at the pictures, and engage
in the corresponding task. It is common for activity schedules to be taught in pictorial
form, but as the learner gains mastery of the pictorial schedule and has some textual
recognition (i.e., acknowledging words or learning to read), it is considered
developmentally appropriate to advance to using a textual activity schedule
(McClannahan & Krantz, 1999; Miguel, Yang, Finn, & Ahearn, 2009). Not only do
textual activity schedules more closely resemble schedules used by typically developing
individuals, they also may make the use of a schedule less stigmatizing for the individual
in social settings (Sprinkle & Miguel, 2013), as well as help the learner complete
activities independently without additional prompting or support (McClannahan &
Krantz, 2010). Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to evaluate an intervention
designed to replace pictures with text in an activity schedule used by children with
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autism. The behavioral processes on which the intervention is based as well as research
supporting the use of this intervention will be detailed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Stimulus Equivalence
Stimulus equivalence occurs when an untrained stimulus-stimulus relation
emerges after separate stimulus-stimulus relations are reinforced (Sidman & Tailby,
1982). Reflexivity, symmetry, and transivity are the three properties of stimulus
equivalence related to stimulus-stimulus relations. Reflexivity occurs when a stimulus is
matched to itself (e.g., A=A; Sidman & Tailby, 1982). For instance, when presented with
the dictated word “whale,” a person will respond with the spoken word “whale.”
Symmetry occurs when a trained stimulus-stimulus relation is reversed (e.g., if A=B, then
B=A; Sidman & Tailby, 1982). If an individual is taught to select the written word whale
when presented with the dictated word “whale” (A=B), then the individual will also be
able to produce the spoken word “whale” when presented with the written word whale
(B=A). Finally, transitivity is a derived (i.e., untrained) stimulus relation that occurs as a
result of training at least two other stimulus-stimulus relations (e.g., if A=B and B=C,
then A=C and C=A; Sidman & Tailby, 1982). In this instance, when the individual is
taught to select the written word whale when presented with the dictated word “whale”
(A=B) and to select the picture of the whale when presented with the dictated word
“whale” (A=C), the individual will then be able to select the printed word whale when
presented with the picture of the whale (B=C). An example of stimulus equivalence is
depicted in Figure 1.
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Trained
Symmetry
Transitivity
A
Dictated word
“whale”

B

C

Written word
whale

Figure 1. Sample stimulus equivalence relations.
Matching-to-sample (MTS), or conditional discrimination, is the instructional
method that is most commonly used to both develop and test for stimulus equivalence
(Cooper, Heron, Heward, 2007). MTS relies on learning through conditional
discrimination, which is an extension of the typical three-term contingency that includes
a conditional stimulus, discriminative stimulus, response, and consequence (Sidman,
1994). For instance, if pictures of a blue whale and a red whale are placed in front of a
child, and the researcher says, “Show me the blue whale,” the researcher’s request is a
conditional stimulus in the presence of which selection of the blue whale (discriminative
stimulus) will produce reinforcement. If the researcher said, “Show me the red whale,”
(conditional stimulus), the red whale would at that moment function as a discriminative
stimulus, and would signal that reinforcement is contingent upon selection of the red
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whale. The conditional stimulus (i.e., the researcher’s request) is what determines the
function of each picture as a discriminative stimulus. Within stimulus equivalence
research, a conditional discrimination procedure will include a sample stimulus (i.e.,
conditional stimulus) along with several comparison stimuli (i.e., potential discriminative
stimuli). With the previous example regarding a whale, the researcher saying, “red
whale” serves as the sample stimulus. The participant is then presented with several
comparison stimuli including a picture of a red whale and a picture of a blue whale. The
participant is then told by the researcher to “match.” Only one of the comparison stimuli
(e.g., the picture of the red whale) will match the conditional sample (e.g., the dictated
phrase “red whale.”) A correct response will result in reinforcement while an incorrect
response will not result in reinforcement (Green, 2000).
In an experiment that was pivotal to the field of Applied Behavior Analysis,
Sidman (1971) used a conditional discrimination procedure to promote reading
comprehension via stimulus equivalence in a 17-year old boy with a severe mental
handicap. Dictated words (A), pictures (B), oral naming (C), and printed words (D) were
the stimuli used in this study. Before training the participant could identify the
corresponding picture when the dictated name was presented to him (A-B), and he could
name the stimuli in the pictures (B-C). A conditional discrimination procedure was used
during training in which a sample stimulus was presented along with several comparison
stimuli, and the participant was required to touch the corresponding comparison stimulus.
The participant was trained to match the dictated word to the printed word (A-D).
Teaching that stimulus-stimulus relation resulted in the acquisition of several other
stimulus-stimulus relations without any additional training or reinforcement. The
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participant matched pictures to printed words (B-D), printed words to pictures (D-B), and
orally named printed words (D-C). In more general terms, the participant’s receptive and
expressive language had expanded, and he engaged in basic oral reading and reading
comprehension following MTS training (Sidman, 1971).
Following Sidman’s (1971) research, conditional discrimination procedures have
been used to teach many different topics. MTS has been used to teach children with
intellectual disabilities and autism US geography (Leblanc, Miguel, Cummings,
Goldsmith, & Carr, 2003), coins and values (Keintz, Miguel, Kao, & Finn 2011) and
fraction and decimal relations (Lynch & Cuvo, 1995). Studies have also used conditional
discrimination procedures to promote transfer from pictures to text in activity schedules
in children with autism (Miguel et al., 2009; Sprinkle & Miguel, 2013).
In one application of stimulus equivalence, Lynch and Cuvo (1995) used a
conditional discrimination procedure to teach seven typically developing students
fraction and decimal tasks. The participants were between 11 and 13 years old and had
been identified by their respective teachers as having difficulty on fraction and decimal
tasks despite formal instruction received in class. In this experiment, the conditions were
arranged into a pre-test, training, post-test, and a test for generalization. The stimuli
included printed fractions, printed decimals, and pictorial representations of fractions.
Each trial began with a sample stimulus presented on the computer screen. If the
participant engaged in a correct response (i.e., used the computer mouse to select the
correct comparison stimulus) during training, the computer would provide verbal praise
by saying “yes” before presenting the next trial. If the participant engaged in an incorrect
response, the correct response was presented before the participant could progress. The
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results of the posttests indicated that all seven of the participants demonstrated symmetry
(B-A and C-B) and transitivity (C-A) relations. Tests for generalization were not
significant; Only three of the seven participants demonstrated some (i.e., about 50%)
generalization, compared to the other four participants who demonstrated less than 4%
generalization. The participants in this study could have benefited from additional,
intermediate training for generalization. These results replicated other stimulus
equivalence research through showing that teaching a few relations resulted in the
emergence of other relations without any additional training. Specifically, using a
conditional discrimination procedure consisting of three equivalence components (i.e.,
ratio, decimal, and picture) may be a viable way to teach and test mathematical relations
in the classroom (Lynch & Cuvo, 1995).
In another application of stimulus equivalence, LeBlanc, Miguel, Cummings,
Goldsmith, and Carr (2003) used a conditional discrimination procedure to teach two
male children with autism United States geography. Three sets of three stimuli were used
in this experiment including printed state names (A), maps of corresponding state shapes
(B), and relative printed state capitols (C). The relations that were trained included the
capitol to the state shape (A-B) and the state name to the state shape (B-C). Each
conditional discrimination trial was presented in a three-ring binder in which a sample
stimulus was at the top of the page and three comparison stimuli were presented in an
array at the bottom of the page. The sample stimulus was initially covered with a piece of
cardboard and the three comparison stimuli were each attached to the respective paper by
Velcro. The participant was required to engage in an observing response by uncovering
the sample stimulus (e.g., removing cardboard), before removing the selected comparison
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stimulus and handing it to the researcher (LeBlanc et al., 2003). Following training, the
participants were tested on the capitol to state name (C-A), state name to capitol (A-C),
state shape to state name (B-A), and capitol to state shape (C-B). The results signify that
both participants mastered the trained relations and untrained relations emerged following
training. Additionally, one of the two participants could respond to vocal tests similar to
what would be seen in a typical classroom after completion of training (LeBlanc et al.,
2003).
Verbal Repertoires and Stimulus Equivalence
The involvement of verbal repertoires in the acquisition of equivalence classes is
a contemporary discussion within behavior analysis. Skinner (1957) defined verbal
behavior as the interaction between a speaker and a listener, wherein the listener has been
conditioned by his or her verbal community to mediate reinforcement for the behavior of
the speaker. Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior identified seven verbal operants,
including the mand, tact, echoic, copying a text, intraverbal, taking dictation, and textual
behavior. Several of the verbal operants are defined in terms of point-to-point
correspondence and formal similarity (Skinner, 1957). Point-to-point correspondence
refers to the relationship between a verbal discriminative stimulus and a verbal response.
For instance, if person A says, “whale,” and person B writes, “w-h-a-l-e,” the written
response has point-to-point correspondence with the discriminative stimulus because they
match at the beginning, middle, and end. Formal similarity refers to a response in the
same sense mode as the discriminative stimulus (e.g., both stimulus and response are
visual, auditory, or tactile; Skinner, 1957). For example, if person A says, “whale,” and
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person B says, “whale,” the response of person B has formal similarity with the stimulus
provided by person A because they are in the same sense mode.
Textual behavior is one of the seven verbal operants identified by Skinner (1957).
According to Skinner (1957), textual behavior involves a verbal discriminative stimulus
that has point-to-point correspondence but no formal similarity with the response. An
example of textual behavior can be seen in reading. The printed words on the page serve
as a verbal discriminative stimulus for the overt or covert spoken response. Although
verbal behavior and stimulus equivalence have progressed as separate areas within
behavior analysis, there is an apparent relationship between them (Barnes-Holmes,
Barnes-Holmes, Cullinan, 2000).
Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes and Cullinan, (2000) suggested a modification to
Skinner’s (1957) definitions of the verbal operants to include a verbal and nonverbal
variation of each operant. The verbal variation of each operant is identified by its
participation in a derived stimulus relation, such as an equivalence relation. Textual
behavior is thus separated into nonverbal textual behavior and verbal textual behavior
(i.e., reading without or with comprehension, respectively). For nonverbal textual
behavior, a speaker responds to written material without the words or phrases
participating in a derived stimulus relation (e.g., stimulus equivalence) with other words,
phrases, or events (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2000). For example, a father reads a book about
whales to his daughter and realizes that, although he is reading the words from the pages,
he was not attending to the content of what he read. Verbal textual behavior, on the other
hand, involves the vocal response participating in a derived stimulus relation (BarnesHolmes et al., 2000). In this subcategory of textual behavior, an individual reads with
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understanding. For example, the same father who is reading a book about whales to his
daughter might visualize what he is reading through stimulus equivalence (i.e., the
written word whale is equivalent to the image of a whale based on the father’s learning
history). Research has provided preliminary evidence on how to promote verbal textual
behavior using stimulus equivalence (e.g., Miguel, Yang, Finn, & Ahearn, 2009).
Stimulus Equivalence with Text Activity Schedules
Recent research has focused on using stimulus equivalence to promote derived
textual control in activity schedules. Derived textual control refers to the transfer of
stimulus control from pictures to printed words based on stimulus equivalence. Miguel,
Yang, Finn, and Ahearn (2009) evaluated the use of a conditional discrimination
procedure to replace pictures with printed words in activity schedules for children with
autism. Two 6-year old boys with autism participated in the study, and both exhibited
limited verbal repertoires (i.e., spoke in two to five word sentences which were mostly
prompted). The stimuli included in the study were 12 cards: six cards with photographs
of preferred items and six cards with the corresponding printed name. Each set of stimuli
was unique to each participant and was identified through a preference assessment. A
concurrent multiple-baseline design across two sets of three pictures and toys as well as
pre- and posttests were used to evaluate derived textual control. A textual activity
baseline was collected by replacing pictures with printed words in the participant’s
activity schedule. Then, using a conditional discrimination training format, the
participants were taught to match spoken words to pictures and spoken words to printed
words. All correct responses during training were reinforced while incorrect responses
were followed with a gestural prompt delivered according to a progressive time delay (0
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s, 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, 4 s, and no prompt). Following the conditional discrimination procedure,
the participants successfully completed the activity schedule with printed words,
demonstrating derived textual control. The participants also matched pictures to printed
words, printed words to pictures, and read the printed words out loud without any
additional training (Miguel et al., 2009). The matching of pictures to their corresponding
printed words indicates that the participants were responding to the printed words with
comprehension (Sidman, 1994), which aligns with the definition of verbal textual
behavior by Barnes-Holmes et al. (2000).
In a subsequent study, Sprinkle and Miguel (2013) compared the effectiveness of
transferring stimulus control from pictures to text in an activity schedule using a
conditional discrimination procedure and a superimposition and fading procedure. Two
children with autism were first trained to use two picture activity schedules that consisted
of three items each. Next, a pretest was administered to evaluate textual control by
replacing the pictures in the activity schedule with printed words. The conditional
discrimination procedure and superimposition and fading procedure (SFP) were then
alternated using an alternating treatments design. The conditional discrimination
procedure closely resembled that described in Miguel et al. (2009). During the SFP
procedure, the participant was presented with a sample stimulus that showed a picture of
an item with the printed name of the item superimposed over the picture. The participant
was presented with an array of three items and instructed to “find it.” The SFP procedure
involved 12 steps in which each sample stimulus picture was gradually faded until only
the text label was visible. The results indicated that the conditional discrimination
procedure is equally as effective as superimposition and fading in transferring stimulus
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control from pictures to printed words in activity schedules. Both methods required a
similar amount of time to train the participants, and both methods also resulted in the
transfer of stimulus control. However, emergent relations, including orally naming the
printed words, were only evident in the conditional discrimination procedure, which
suggests that the conditional discrimination procedure may be superior to the SFP
procedure because it results in a greater number of skills (Sprinkle & Miguel, 2013).
Another application of derived textual control was conducted by Ortega (2014). In
this study, a conditional discrimination procedure was used to promote transfer of
stimulus control from a picture-based to a text-based activity schedule in an adult male
with Down syndrome. The participant was familiar with using a picture activity schedule
to set the table and gather materials to cook meals at the vocational center he attended.
The stimuli included in this study were kitchen tools that were divided into three sets of
three stimuli, resulting in nine stimulus equivalence classes. The stimuli for each set were
the dictated name (A), pictures (B), printed words (C), and oral naming by the participant
(D) of the kitchen items. A concurrent multiple-baseline design across stimulus sets was
used to evaluate the effect of conditional discrimination training on the emergence of
textual control in an activity schedule. Similar to Miguel et al. (2009), Ortega (2014) used
pre- and posttest to evaluate emergent relations, and baseline and post-training
assessments were completed using a textual activity schedule. During the conditional
discrimination procedure, the participant matched the dictated name to pictures (A-B) and
the dictated name to printed words (A-C). Following training, the participant was
successfully able to use the textual activity schedule. Pictures to printed words (B-C),
printed words to pictures (C-B), and oral naming of the printed words (C-D) were also
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tested. The results showed an immediate increase in the participant’s correct responses on
these emergent relations following conditional discrimination training. The participant
met criterion for derived textual control and met criterion on tests for emergent relations,
including orally naming the printed words, following the conditional discrimination
procedure (Ortega, 2014).
Research Question and Hypothesis
According to Miguel et al. (2009), Sprinkle and Miguel (2013), and Ortega
(2014), a conditional discrimination procedure can be used to promote stimulus
equivalence and derived textual control in activity schedules. More research on this topic
is needed in order for this application of conditional discrimination training to be
considered an evidence-based practice. Therefore, the purpose of the current study was to
extend the work of Miguel et al. (2009) and Ortega (2014) to evaluate the use of
conditional discrimination (i.e., conditional discrimination) training to promote transfer
of stimulus control from a picture-based to a text-based recreational activity schedule in
children with autism or other developmental disabilities. It was predicted that the
conditional discrimination procedure would promote stimulus equivalence and derived
textual control in activity schedules in children with autism or other intellectual
disabilities.
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CHAPTER III
Method
Participants and Setting
The participant, Willy, was a 5-year-old child with a diagnosis of ASD. He was
enrolled in South Sound Behavior Therapy’s applied behavior analysis (ABA) program
located in Olympia, WA. Willy received services for 6 hours a day, 5 days a week. He
exhibited a limited verbal repertoire (i.e., unable to read or acknowledge words) and was
therefore unable to complete a textual activity schedule before the start of the study.
Sessions were conducted at South Sound Behavior Therapy, located in Olympia, WA.
During sessions, some staff and other clients were in the same room, but were separated
by a partition and therefore were unable to disrupt sessions, depending on who else was
receiving services in-clinic at the time of data-collection.
Stimuli and Materials
The pictorial activity schedule was created using a three-ring binder that
contained nine sheets of paper with a piece of Velcro placed in the center of each sheet of
paper. The pictorial stimuli were nine pictures of the craft items taken by the researcher
as well as nine cards with printed names of the craft items. Each stimulus was printed on
white paper measuring 3 in by 4 in. Stimuli were laminated with a strip of Velcro
attached to the back, so they could be affixed to the activity schedule. The printed words
were typed in black Times New Roman 40-point font. The participant had not been
exposed to the printed words in an instructional format before the start of this study.
Three sets of three craft stimuli were used in this study, resulting in nine stimulus
equivalence classes. Each set of stimuli included the dictated name (A stimuli), a picture
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(B stimuli), the printed word (C stimuli), and the participant’s oral naming (D stimuli) of
the corresponding craft item. Set one stimuli included beads, sticks, and pipes; set two
stimuli included clay, foam, and string; and set three stimuli included tape, pompoms,
and jewels. The stimuli are presented in Appendix A. Preferred items used as reinforcers
were selected by conducting a paired-stimulus preference assessment and were delivered
as reinforcers throughout the study (Fisher, Piazza, Bowman, Hagopian, Owens, &
Slevin, 1992).
Dependent Measures
The percentage of correct responses while using the textual activity schedule was
the primary dependent measure in this study. Correct responses consisted of the
participant looking at the printed text in the activity schedule, retrieving the
corresponding craft item, and bringing that craft item back to the table independently.
The three sets of three stimuli were all presented within each session, resulting in the
presentation of nine total stimuli each session. The secondary dependent measure in this
study was the percentage of correct responses on tests for emergent relations (i.e.,
stimulus equivalence) and the number of trials necessary to meet criterion during
training.
A secondary observer viewed videotaped sessions for 20% of the textual activity
schedule, tests for emergent relations, and conditional discrimination training sessions.
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated using the trial-by-trial procedure. Each
trial within a session was recorded as either an agreement (i.e., identical observer record)
or a disagreement between the primary and secondary observer. IOA was calculated by
dividing the total number of agreements by the total number of trials in each session, and
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this result was converted to a percentage. Mean Interobserver agreement was 93% (range,
80% to 100%) for Willy.
Experimental Design
A concurrent multiple baseline design across stimulus sets was used to evaluate
the effect of the conditional discrimination training intervention on the emergence of
textual control in the craft activity schedule. A multiple baseline design involves an
intervention that is introduced sequentially across different behaviors, settings, or
participants (Kazdin, 2011). In this design, baseline data are collected concurrently for all
behaviors, settings, or participants, and then, there is a staggered introduction of the
intervention across baselines. A functional relationship is established in a multiple
baseline design through prediction, verification, and replication. First, a prediction is
made that the baseline will remain constant if the treatment is not introduced. Following
this prediction, the intervention is introduced on the first baseline. Verification is
observed if all other baselines remain unchanged when the intervention is introduced on
the first baseline. Replication occurs when the treatment is introduced on subsequent legs
of the multiple baseline design, and the same effect of the treatment is observed. If each
baseline changes when the intervention is presented, the effect can be attributed to the
intervention alone as opposed to extraneous factors, as it is extremely unlikely that an
extraneous factor would occur at the exact same time that the independent variable was
introduced during each experimental phase (Kazdin, 2011). Figure 2 shows a multiple
baseline design with hypothetical data for both baseline and post-training textual activity
schedule assessments.
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Figure 2. A multiple baseline design with hypothetical data for baseline and post-training
sessions.
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Procedure.
Experimental conditions replicated the order of phases used by Miguel et al.
(2009) and Ortega (2014) with the addition of pre-experimental conditional
discrimination tests using familiar stimuli and the pre-experimental performance on
pictorial activity schedules condition. Conditions occurred in the following sequence:
pre-experimental procedures, preference assessment, pre-experimental conditional
discrimination test with familiar stimuli, pre-experimental performance on pictorial
activity schedules, emergent relations pretest, textual activity schedule baseline,
conditional discrimination training, textual activity schedule post-training, and emergent
relations posttest.
Pre-Experimental Procedures. Informed consent was collected from the parent
or guardian of the participant before participation began. The researcher provided the
parent or guardian with an informed consent document to sign before the study and
discussed all the potential advantages and risks of participation. See Appendix B.
Preference Assessment. A multiple stimulus assessment without replacement
was used to identify potentially reinforcing items for the participant to be used as
reinforcers throughout the study. The researcher asked a staff member of South Sound
Behavior Therapy as well as the participant’s parent or guardian to identify a list of six
potentially preferred items for each participant. The participant was allowed to sample
each of the potentially preferred items for 20 seconds. Then, all six of the items were
presented to the participant in an array and the researcher instructed the participant to
“pick one”. Whichever item the participant selected (i.e., contacted) was recorded as their
selection, and the remaining items were immediately moved out of the participants reach.
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The selected item was then removed and the remaining items were repositioned and
presented to the participant with the same instruction. Each item selected in a trial was
then removed from the next trial until all six items were selected. The participant was
given 10 seconds to select an item before the next trial began. If two or more stimuli were
contacted simultaneously, the response was blocked and the trial was represented. If no
stimulus was selected, the participant was given another 20 seconds to manipulate all
items before the trial was represented. An advantage of the multiple stimulus assessment
without replacement is that it creates a hierarchy of preferred items (Cooper, Heron &
Heward 2007). The multiple stimulus assessment without replacement data sheet that was
used is depicted in Appendix C.
Pre-Experimental Conditional Discrimination. Pre-experimental conditional
discrimination performance was assessed to ensure participants had the skills necessary
to respond to a training format that includes an array of stimuli. A staff member at South
Sound Behavior therapy were asked to identify three items that were familiar to each
participant (i.e., items regularly contacted throughout ABA sessions). Pictures of the
three familiar stimuli were printed in an array on a piece of paper in the three-ring binder
(i.e., each trial on its own page). The researcher presented the participant with a sample
stimulus, and then presented the three comparison stimuli on the page and asked the
participant to “match”. For all conditional discrimination procedures, an observing
response (i.e., pointing to the sample stimulus) was required for the presentation of the
sample stimuli. The three stimuli were presented three times for a total of nine trials. The
data sheet for the pre-experimental conditional discrimination with sample stimuli
included is in Appendix D.
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Pre-experimental performance on pictorial activity schedules. Preexperimental performance on pictorial activity schedules was used to see if the
participant had the ability to use a pictorial activity schedule. All nine pictures of the craft
stimuli were used in the pictorial activity schedule. Each set of three pictorial stimuli will
individually be presented to the participant in the activity schedule and the primary
researcher will say, “It’s time to make a craft.” The nine stimuli will be randomly placed
within two different bins on a table; four stimuli were in one bin, and five bins were in
the other. The stimuli in each bin varied from session to session. The experimenter then
waited for the participant to follow the activity approximately 1 meter away from the
participant. The activity schedule was presented once each session and the order of the
stimuli in each set of three pictorial stimuli varied in each session. A correct response was
recorded when the participant looked at the schedule, retrieved the correct craft item from
the bin, and brought it back to the table. An incorrect response was recorded if the
participant retrieved an incorrect item or did not engage in a response at all. A least-tomost prompt hierarchy was used when the participant engaged in an incorrect response or
did not respond at all. In this hierarchy, the primary researcher started by verbally saying
to get the corresponding item, then pointing to the corresponding item, then physically
walking with the participant to gather the corresponding item. Session length varied
dependent on how long it took each participant to retrieve each craft item, but sessions
never exceeded 15 minutes for each participant. The participant was allowed access to a
preferred item after each session. Pre-experimental performance on pictorial activity
schedules was considered mastered when the participant engaged in three out of three
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correct responses for two consecutive trials. The data sheet for the pre-experimental
performance on pictorial activity schedules is depicted in Appendix D.
Emergent relations pre- and post-test. The relationship between pictures and
printed words was tested using a conditional discrimination procedure. In this procedure,
a sample stimulus was presented, and the participant was asked to point to the sample
stimulus (i.e., an observing response). Three comparison stimuli were then presented in
an array on a piece of paper in a three-ring binder and the participant was instructed to
“match.” Noncontingent praise was provided to each participant and a preferred item was
provided at the end of each trial block regardless of correct or incorrect responses. During
tests, no prompts or reinforcement were provided. An incorrect response or no response
for 5 seconds resulted in presentation of the next trial.
Figure 3 shows the equivalence relations that were trained and tested. First,
equivalence relations between pictures and printed words (B-C) were tested, and then
equivalence relations between printed words and pictures (C-B) were tested. For both the
testing of the B-C and C-B relations, the participant was instructed to “match.” Next,
emergent textual behavior (i.e., oral reading) in the presence of printed words (C-D) was
tested. For the testing of the C-D relation, the participant was asked, “What word?” and
then given 5 seconds to initiate a response. Including all relations tested (i.e., B-C, C-B,
and C-D), there were three trial blocks that each contained nine trials for each set of
stimuli. This resulted in 27 total test trials per set of stimuli and 81 total trials for all three
sets of stimuli combined. Within each individual trial block, an individual relation was
presented three times (e.g., A-1–B-1 was presented three times in the A-B trial block for
set one). The comparison stimuli that served as the correct comparison rotated position
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throughout each presentation. Each comparison appeared once on the left, once in the
middle, and once on the right on the piece of paper within the three-ring binder. Eight out
of nine (89%) correct trials during a testing block were required for mastery of emergent
relations. Appendix F, Appendix G and Appendix H show the data sheets used for each
set of stimuli.

Trained Relations
Tested Relations

A
Dictated Name

B
Picture

C
Printed Word

D
Oral Naming
Figure 3. The equivalence relations trained and tested
Textual activity baseline and post-training. All nine pictures used in the
participant’s activity schedule were replaced with the nine corresponding printed words.
The experimenter presented the textual activity schedule to the participant and said, “It’s
time to make a craft.” The participant gathered all three craft items presented to him in
the schedule at the same time. The nine stimuli were randomly placed within two
different bins that were placed on the floor up against one wall; four stimuli were in one
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bin, and five stimuli were in the other. The stimuli in each bin varied from session to
session. The experimenter then waited for the participant to follow the activity
approximately 1 meter away from the participant. The activity schedule was presented
once each session and the order of all nine printed words varied in each session. A correct
response was recorded when the participant looked at the schedule, retrieved the correct
craft item from the bin, and brought it back to the table. Session length varied dependent
on how long it took each participant to retrieve each craft item, but sessions never
exceeded 15 minutes for each participant. The participant was allowed access to a
preferred item after each session. The data sheet used to record the textual activity
schedule performance is depicted in Appendix I.
Conditional discrimination training. Conditional discrimination training was
conducted using a procedure similar to the tests for emergent relations. During each trial,
the experimenter presented the dictated word (A stimuli) and then presented three
comparison stimuli on a page in the three-ring binder (i.e., auditory-visual conditional
discrimination). Correct responses resulted in the immediate delivery of verbal praise. On
a variable ratio (VR) schedule of three, correct responses resulted in access to a preferred
item. A VR schedule is when the number of responses required for reinforcement
changes after the delivery of each reinforcer. This schedule is defined by the average
number of responses. In a VR three schedule, an average of three responses is required
for the delivery of a reinforcer. For instance, reinforcers could be delivered after two
responses, but four responses could be required for the delivery of the next reinforcer
(i.e., as long as the number of responses averages three). If an incorrect response occurred
or no response was initiated, a gestural prompt (i.e., pointing) to the correct stimuli was
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delivered and then the trial was re-presented. To transfer stimulus control from a response
prompt to a naturally occurring stimulus, a 3 second time delay was used. A time delay is
one of the four procedures used by Wolery and Gast (1984) to transfer stimulus control. It
is an antecedent response prompt that uses variations in the time intervals between
presentation of the natural stimulus and the presentation of the response prompts (Wolery
& Gast, 1984). This method delays the presentation of the prompt following the
presentation of the natural stimulus. A constant time delay was used for this study. In this
method, the first trial block used a 0 second time delay; the response prompt and natural
stimulus were presented simultaneously. Following the first trial block, there was a fixed
time delay (e.g., 3 seconds) between the presentation of the response prompt and natural
stimulus.
Conditional discrimination training included blocks of nine trials with each
stimulus relation presented three times. First, the participants learned to match dictated
words to their respective pictures (A-B), followed by the dictated words to their
respective printed words (A-C). Eight out of nine (89%) correct responses were necessary
for two consecutive trial blocks for the A-B and A-C relations to be considered mastered.
Once mastery was reached for A-B and A-C relations, a mixed training was conducted
that included trials of both A-B and A-C relations. During mixed training, each individual
relation was presented two times resulting in blocks of 12 trials. For the mixed training,
mastery criterion was set at two consecutive twelve-trial blocks with 10 out of 12 correct
responses (83%). For both conditional discrimination training and mixed training,
sessions will vary but never exceed 20 minutes.
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Treatment Integrity. The same secondary observer who collected IOA data
assessed treatment integrity. The researcher trained the observer by explaining the study
procedure and showing the secondary observer the treatment integrity data sheet
(Appendix J). After observing the researcher demonstrate the procedure, the secondary
observer practiced making independent observations and recording on the data sheet. The
secondary observer checked off each step that was done as intended and put a minus by
any step that was done incorrectly. Treatment integrity was collected for emergent
relations tests, textual activity schedule baseline, and the textual-activity post-training
assessment. Treatment integrity was calculated by dividing the number of steps that were
performed correctly by the total number of steps, the result was then converted into a
percentage.
Data Analysis. The data were inspected through a visual analysis of trend,
variability, and level (Kazdin, 2011). The trend of the data can be observed as either
increasing, decreasing, or zero dependent on the overall direction that the data take (i.e.,
up, down, or flat, respectively). Variability is determined in terms of the amount of
spread (i.e., range) of the data, and finally, the level of the data refers to the mean of all
data points within each phase. These three techniques were used to visually inspect the
graphed data to assess if the conditional discrimination procedure influenced the transfer
of stimulus control from pictures to text in the activity schedule.
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CHAPTER IV
Results
Pre-experimental Procedures
In the pre-experimental conditional discrimination test, Willy responded correctly
100% of the time. When given a pictorial sample stimulus of a soccer ball, puzzle, or toy
car, he matched them to their corresponding picture in the array presented to him for the
three times each sample stimulus was presented with its respective array, as demonstrated
in figure 4.

% of Trials with Correct Selection

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Soccer Ball

Puzzle

Toy Car

Familiar Stimuli

Figure 4. Willy’s percentage of trials with correct responding during the preexperimental conditional discrimination test with familiar stimuli.
For pre-experimental performance in the pictorial activity schedule condition,
Willy was presented with the three sets of stimuli in a pictorial activity schedule, and
with no training, he completed the schedule with no errors. Each set of stimuli was
presented to Willy twice, and he engaged in 100% correct responding for each
presentation of each set of stimuli.
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Emergent Relations Pre- and Posttests
In the emergent relation pre-test condition for set one, Willy’s responding was
variable. For the pictures to printed words (B-C) relation, Willy engaged in two out of
nine (22%) correct responses. For the printed words to pictures (C-B) relation, Willy
engaged in three out of nine (33%) correct responses. Lastly, for the printed word to
spoken name (C-D) relation, Willy did not engage in any correct responses out of the
nine opportunities (0%). After teaching in the conditional discrimination training
condition, Willy engaged in nine out of nine (100%) correct responding for both the B-C
and the C-B relations. However, for the C-D condition when he was asked, “what is
this?” Willy did not make any improvements from the pre-test condition at 0% correct
responding.
In the emergent relations pre-test condition for set two, Willy’s responding was
variable. For the B-C relation, Willy engaged in four out of nine (44%) correct responses.
Similarly, in the C-B relation, he engaged in three out of nine correct responses (33%).
As seen in set one, Willy did not respond correctly in any of the nine opportunities given
for the C-D relation (0%). After teaching in the conditional discrimination training
condition, Willy engaged in nine out of nine (100%) correct responses for the B-C
relation. Similarly, for the C-B relation, Willy engaged in eight out of nine (88%) correct
responses in the C-B relation. In the C-D relation, Willy engaged in nine out of nine
(100%) correct responses.
In the emergent relations pre-test condition for set three, Willy’s responding was
variable. For the B-C relation, Willy engaged in four out of nine (44%) correct responses.
Relatedly, in the C-B relation, Willy engaged in two out of nine (22%) correct responses.
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As seen in both set one and set two, Willy did not respond correctly in any of the nine
opportunities given for the C-D relation (0%). After teaching in the conditional
discrimination training condition, Willy engaged in 100% correct responding for all
conditions (B-C, C-B, and C-D). Figure 5 shows the percentage of correct responses
Willy made during the pre-and post-tests for all three sets of stimuli.

Figure 5. Percentage of correct responses Willy made during the emergent relations preand post-tests for the three sets of stimuli.
Conditional Discrimination Training
In the conditional discrimination training condition for set one, it took Willy only
two trial blocks to master the A-B (spoken word – picture) relation. In both trial blocks,
he could match the spoken word to the picture 100% of the time. For the A-C (spoken
word – printed word) relation, it took Willy three trial blocks to meet the mastery
criterion. He started out with seven out of nine (77%) correct responses in the first trial
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block, and then maintained nine out of nine (100%) correct responses in both the second
and the third trial block. For the mixed training which included both A-B and A-C
relations at random, Willy reached the mastery criterion in only two trial blocks, with
eight out of nine (88%) correct responses in the first trial and nine out of nine (100%)
correct responding in the second trial block.
In the conditional discrimination training condition for set two, it took Willy only
two trials to master the A-B (spoken word – picture) relation, with 100% correct
responding in both trial blocks. Similarly, it took Willy only two trials to master the A-C
(spoken word – printed word) relation, with eight out of nine (88%) correct responding in
both trial blocks. For the mixed training relation, Willy reached mastery criterion in two
trial blocks with 100% correct responding in both trials.
In the conditional discrimination training condition for set three, Willy mastered
the A-B (spoken word – picture) in only two trials with 100% correct responding in both
trial blocks, as seen previously in both set one and set two. For the A-C (spoken word –
printed word) relation, Willy reached mastery criterion in three trial blocks, with seven
out of nine (77%) correct responding in the first trial block, eight out of nine (88%)
correct responding in the second trial block, and eight out of nine (88%) correct
responding in the third trial block. For the mixed training relations, Willy reached
mastery in two trials with 100% correct responding in both trial blocks.
Textual Activity Schedule
In the textual activity schedule condition, Willy had three pre-test conditions for
set one before conditional discrimination training was introduced for that set of stimuli.
In the first two pre-test trials, Willy was not able to gather any of the three correct stimuli
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(beads, sticks, or pipes). In the third pre-test trial, he successfully collected the one out of
three (33%) of the stimuli in the activity schedule. After conditional discrimination
training was introduced, the textual activity schedule was presented five times for this set
of stimuli. In the first post-training trial (trial four), Willy engaged in 100% correct
responding. Then, in both trial five and trial six, Willy collected two out of three (66%)
stimuli for this set. In the seventh trial, Willy went back to 100% correct responding
before going back to 66% correct responding in trial eight.
The textual activity schedule for set two was introduced five times before
conditional discrimination training began. In the first and second pre-test trial, Willy
engaged in two out of three (66%) correct responses, before going down to 33% correct
responding in trial three. Next, Willy goes back up to 66% correct responding in trial four
and then jumps back down to 33% correct responding in trial five. After conditional
discrimination training was introduced, this second set of stimuli was presented three
more times for Willy. In all three post-test trials, Willy engaged in 100% correct
responding.
The textual activity schedule for set three was presented six times before the
conditional discrimination training began. In the first five pre-test trials, Willy went back
in forth between 0% and 33% correct responding at 33%, 0%, 0%, 33%, and 0%
respectively. In the last pre-test trial, Willy engaged in 100% correct responding. After
the conditional discrimination training was introduced for this set of stimuli, there were
two more trials presented to Willy. In both the seventh and eighth post-test trials, Willy
engaged in 100% correct responding. Figure 6 shows the percentage of items that Willy
correctly gathered during the textual activity schedule pre-and post-test conditions.
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Figure 6. Percentage of items Willy correctly gathered using the textual activity schedule
in both pre-and post-test conditions.
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
This study was an extension of Miguel et al. (2009) and Ortega’s (2014) research
using a conditional discrimination procedure to promote stimulus equivalence and
derived textual control in activity schedules. The conditional discrimination training
successfully promoted the transfer of stimulus control from a picture-based to a textbased recreational activity schedule in a child with autism. Not only was Willy able to
use the textual activity schedule independently after the conditional discrimination
training condition, but he was also able to match the picture to the printed word (B-C
relation) and the printed word to the picture (C-B relation) without any additional
training. The participant was not, however, able to engage in any oral naming in the
emergent relation condition when the participant was presented with a sample stimulus
and asked, “what word?”.
Training and Testing
The pre-experimental conditional discrimination test was the first condition
presented to Willy, which is where familiar stimuli (i.e., soccer ball, puzzle, toy car) were
presented in a MTS format and he was instructed to “Match.” Willy engaged in nine out
of nine (100%) correct responses for that trial block. A prerequisite of receiving services
at the company where Willy received ABA services is that he needed to be able to attend
to an array of stimuli, which may contribute to him not needing any additional training in
this condition.
The pre-experimental performance on pictorial activity schedule condition was
done to see if Willy had the skills necessary to complete a pictorial activity schedule.
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Each set of pictorial stimuli was presented to Willy twice along with the instruction that
“it’s time to make a craft!” and without any behavior specific praise, Willy could
complete each activity schedule with 100% accuracy. This demonstrated that Willy had
the capacity to look at a sample stimulus, retrieve the corresponding stimulus, and bring it
back to the primary researcher. The immediate success that Willy demonstrated in this
condition may have contributed to his immediate success in the textual activity schedule
after the conditional discrimination training. Specifically, he already had the skills
necessary to complete an activity schedule.
The emergent relations pre-test for all three sets of stimuli showed varied
responding. Willy ranged from engaging in a minimum of two out of nine (22%) to a
maximum of four out of nine (44%) correct responses throughout each trial block for
both the B-C and C-B relations. After training in the conditional discrimination condition,
the emergent relations post-test was presented and Willy’s amount of correct responding
increased. He engaged in nine out of nine (100%) correct responses in all trial blocks for
the B-C and C-B relations for all three sets of stimuli except for one trial block when he
engaged in eight out of nine (88%) correct responses. This leap in correct responses seen
in the B-C and C-B relations demonstrates that the conditional discrimination format
promoted two derived relations. After being taught that A is the same as B, and A is the
same as C, Willy derived that B and C as well as C and B were also the same.
Dissimilarly, in the C-D relation of the emergent relations condition Willy was
unable to engage in any correct responses in the trial blocks that were presented to him
for two out of three sets of stimuli during both the pre- and post-test condition. This lack
of correct responding in the post-test condition suggests that Willy did not derive that the
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oral name (D) is the same as A (the dictated name), B (the picture) or C (the printed
word).
In the conditional discrimination training condition, Willy required a similar
amount of teaching trials necessary to meet mastery criterion for each relation (A-B, A-C,
and mixed training) in all three sets of stimuli. For the A-B relation, Willy only required
one presentation of the trial block for all three sets of stimuli. This demonstrates that
Willy required one trial block of training when asked to match the spoken word to the
picture. This could be due to Willy recognizing each stimulus, but not discriminating the
name of the specific stimulus until it was presented to him. Specifically, when Willy was
presented with the picture of the pompom in the pre-experimental performance on
pictorial activity schedule condition, he could match the picture to the item with no
training. However, when he was grabbing that item he vocally said, “ball,” indicating that
he did not know the real name of the item. During conditional discrimination training,
after the primary researcher said “pompom, match,” the participant immediately
discriminated the pompom picture from the other two pictures in that set of stimuli.
For the A-C relation, Willy required the most amount of training across all three
sets of stimuli in comparison to the other two relations trained. For the first set of stimuli,
he needed three training trials to reach mastery, then only two training trials for the
second set of stimuli, and back to three training trials for the third set of stimuli. The need
for more training trials could be due to a lack of exposure to written words and reading
before this study. Although Willy recognized the spoken words presented (i.e., foam,
string, clay), he was unable to discriminate between the words in the array presented to
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him before teaching. Only needing two to three training trials to meet mastery criterion in
this condition demonstrates a fast rate of acquisition.
In the mixed training, which included both the A-B and A-C relations, Willy only
required two training trials to meet criterion for each set of stimuli. This suggests that the
discriminations learned separately in the previous training were maintained, and did not
require any further teaching.
This research replicates much of what was seen in the study conducted by Miguel
et al (2009). After being taught the dictated word to the picture (AB) and dictated word to
the printed word (AC), the participants in both studies were able to match the printed
words to pictures (CB) and pictures to printed words (BC) without any direct training.
However, the participant in this current study was unable to read the printed words out
loud (CD) after training for two out of three sets of stimuli as the two participants in
Miguel et al (2009) research could. Those two participants were one year older than the
current participant, but their limited verbal repertoires and lack of sight-word
vocabularies were very comparable. There are several reasons that this discrepancy could
have occurred. First, the year age difference may have contributed to the two participants
in previous research being able to read the words out loud after training. More notably,
those two participants were exposed to more teaching trials than the current participant
was. For instance, the two participants were exposed to 261 trials for set one in the
conditional discrimination condition, while Willy was exposed to only nine trials for set
one in the same condition. Although Willy required fewer teaching trials to reach mastery
criterion, it may have been that lack of exposure to the printed word stimuli being paired
with the dictated name that caused Willy to not engage in any oral naming.
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The current study’s results also replicated much of what was seen in Ortega’s
(2014) research, with the same discrepancy in the participant’s ability to orally name after
training. The participant in Ortega’s (2014) study was able to match the picture to printed
words (BC) and printed words to pictures (CB) without any direct training as seen in the
current study, but was also able to orally name the printed words (DC) which was not
observed in the current study. The most significant difference in the two studies that may
have contributed to the difference in results is the characteristics of the participants. The
participant in Ortega’s (2014) research was an adult male with Down Syndrome while the
participant in the current study was a child with autism. The difference in disorders is
likely to have contributed to the discrepancy in results. In addition, the participant in
Ortega’s (2014) study was more than 10 years older and may have had a longer history of
positive consequences associated with orally naming printed words, or simply more
exposure to sight-words.
Sprinkle and Miguel (2013) alternated between using conditional discrimination
training and superimposition and fading to identify which technique established textual
control over behavior in the context of activity schedules. The researchers found that both
techniques established textual control in the context of activity schedules, but that only
the conditional discrimination condition promoted oral naming in addition to the derived
relations which made it a superior procedure. In this case, the participants in Sprinkle and
Miguel’s (2013) study and the current study exhibited very similar verbal repertoires and
characteristics. Both participants in Sprinkle and Miguel’s (2013) research were children
with autism who exhibited limited verbal repertoires. The difference in oral naming
performance may be due to discrepancies in each of the participants learning histories.
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Limitations and Future Research
There were several limitations in this study. The first was that the participant was
used to working with one behavior technician throughout his sessions who had
instructional control over his behaviors after months of pairing and working together.
When the primary researcher was introduced to conduct sessions for this study, the
participant was eager to play but was not as willing to do work under the researcher’s
control until several sessions had gone by. Specifically, the participant would say, “I like
this part!” when asked to go gather the craft items in the textual activity schedule
condition, but would loudly sigh and flop back in his chair when he was presented with
the conditional discrimination training and emergent relations conditions. This could be
due to the participant having a history of positive consequences after completing activity
schedules, and a lack of history of positive consequences associated with both the
conditional discrimination training and emergent relations conditions.
To account for this limitation, the primary researcher continued with the
reinforcement schedule of a VR 3, in which the participant would get a token after about
every three responses that he could then use exchange for a preferred item or activity. In
addition to that, the behavior technician would work with the participant for at least thirty
minutes at the beginning of his ABA session. After she had gained and maintained her
instructional control, the primary researcher would join the behavior technician and
participant for about five minutes of pairing before the primary researcher began with any
data collection for the day. This was done to pair the primary researcher with
reinforcement and to build momentum for the participant to respond to demands. This
discrepancy in instructional control may have negatively impacted the results. Future
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research may consider pairing the primary researcher with reinforcement before any
sessions are conducted.
Another limitation was seen when the primary researcher gave the participant
tokens throughout the sessions on the VR 3 schedule, the participant would use that time
to look around, try to reach for reinforcing items or activities in the room, or make
disruptive noises. Placing the token on the board has been observed to be reinforcing for
the participant in the past, but it could have been the removal of attention that occurred
for around 1-3 seconds that triggered him to engage in other behaviors. To account for
these behaviors, the behavior technician sat directly behind the primary researcher during
data collection, and would place the token on the board simultaneously as the primary
researcher would verbally praise and explain why he was receiving that reinforcement
(i.e., “great job sitting in your chair, here is a token,” or “You earned this token for
staying focused and working hard!”). This was done to ensure that there was not a break
in presentation of trials, and reinforcement was delivered as quickly as possible. This
periodic inattentiveness may have negatively impacted the results.
The initial lack of instructional control with the primary researcher as well as
moments that attention was removed could account for the participant staying at 0%
correct responding in both the pre-and post-test emergent relation condition for the A-D
relation, which is when the participant was presented with a printed word and asked,
“what word?” After the participant was taught each set of stimuli in the conditional
discrimination training condition and was presented with the textual activity schedule to
complete, he would look at the sample stimulus, and go retrieve the corresponding item.
During the completion of the textual activity schedule, he could be heard repeating the
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item name that was on the sample stimulus as he searched for the correct item in the bins.
For instance, he would say, “beads, beads, beads” while looking for and eventually
gathering the beads. However, in the emergent relations post-test when asked, “what
word?” with the sample stimulus of beads held up simultaneously, he would either say
“don’t know,” or say nothing at all. This condition did not allow for any prompting or
behavior specific reinforcement, and so the primary researcher was unable to evoke those
responses.
The main limitation was that the participant had begun learning how to recognize
and acknowledge words during his regular scheduled ABA sessions towards the end of
this study. Although he had not mastered any letter recognition until after data collection
ended, he was in the process of learning several capital letters which could have
influenced his ability to recognize some letters in the words presented to him in the
textual activity schedule. This could account for when the participant was able to
complete the textual activity schedule for set three of stimuli at 100% accuracy before
being trained in the conditional discrimination phase.
The spike in correct responding in this condition could have also been completed
at random; the participant had completed several pre-test trials across all three sets of
stimuli at 33% to 66% correct responding. Due to their only being three stimuli in each
set, and only nine stimuli total in the bins that the participant selected from in the textual
activity schedule, it may have been easier for the participant to grab the correct materials
at random. Additionally, after being taught the first and second set of stimuli in the
conditional discrimination training, the participant may have used the process of
elimination to know that the three stimuli left in the bins, although randomized, were the
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correct materials he needed to retrieve. Future research could consider adding in
distractor stimuli into the bins that the participant retrieved from during the textual
activity schedule. This could help account for the participant using the process of
elimination to retrieve the correct stimuli, as well as the participant grabbing the correct
stimuli at random.
Conditional discrimination procedures have been successful in promoting
stimulus equivalence and derived textual control in activity schedules (Miguel et al. 2009
and Ortega 2014). The current study extended those findings through the participant
transferring from the use of a pictorial activity schedule to a textual activity schedule as
well as acquiring equivalence relations after being exposed to the conditional
discrimination procedure. More research is necessary to conclude that conditional
discrimination training is an evidence based practice for the promotion of equivalence
relations. Additionally, more research is needed to identify if the results are replicable
due to the current study only having one participant.
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APPENDIXES
Appendix A
Stimulus Sets 1, 2, and 3
Set 1

A

B

1

“Beads”

Beads

2

“Sticks”

Sticks

3

“Pipes”

Pipes

Set 2
1

A
“Clay”

B

C

C
Clay

49

2

“Foam”

Foam

3

“String”

String

Set 3
1

A
“Tape”

2

“Pompoms”

Pompoms

3

“Jewels”

Jewels

B

C
Tape
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Appendix B

51

52

53

54

Appendix C
Multiple Stimulus Assessment Without Replacement Data Sheet
Participant: ____________________Researcher: ___________________
Date_______________
Rank by trial
Stimulus Items 1 2 3 Sum of 1, 2 and 3

Overall Rank (list
smallest sum first)

Notes:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix D
Pre-Experimental Conditional Discrimination Test
Participant: _____________ Researcher: __________Primary / Secondary observer
(Circle one)
Date: ____________________
Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample
Stimuli
Soccer Ball
Soccer Ball
Puzzle
Toy Car
Toy Car
Soccer Ball
Toy Car
Puzzle
Puzzle
Puzzle
Soccer Ball
Toy Car
Soccer Ball
Toy Car
Puzzle
Soccer Ball
Toy Car
Toy Car

Comparison
Puzzle
Soccer Ball
Puzzle
Toy Car
Soccer Ball
Puzzle
Soccer Ball
Puzzle
Toy Car

Correct
Toy Car
Puzzle
Soccer Ball
Soccer Ball
Toy Car
Toy Car
Puzzle
Toy Car
Soccer Ball

Incorrect
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Appendix E
Pre-experimental Performance on Pictorial Activity Schedule Data Sheet

Participant: ______________________ Researcher: _________________________
Date: _______________
Instruction: “It’s time to make a craft”
Set 1:
Condition: _________ Trial: _________
Stimuli
Correct Response

Incorrect Response

Total correct responses:
Set 2:
Condition: _________ Trial: _________
Stimuli
Correct Response

Incorrect Response

Total correct responses:
Set 3:
Condition: _________ Trial: _________
Stimuli
Correct Response

Total correct responses:

Incorrect Response
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Appendix F
Tests for Emergent Relations: Set 1
Participant: ________________________ Researcher: ___________________________
Primary / Secondary observer (Circle one) Date: ________________________________
Pictures - Printed Words (B-C): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Pipes
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Printed words – pictures (C-B): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Sticks
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Sticks
Sticks
Pipes
Beads

Incorrect

Incorrect

58
Printed words – Spoken name (C-D): Ask participant, “What is this?”
Sample
Correct Incorrect
Other Vocalizations:
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
IOA: Agreements / (Agreements + Disagreements) * 100 = _____ / (______) * 100 = ___
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Appendix G
Tests for Emergent Relations: Set 2
Participant: ________________________ Researcher: ___________________________
Primary / Secondary observer (Circle one) Date: ________________________________
Pictures - Printed Words (B-C): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Clay
Clay
Foam
String
Foam
Foam
Clay
String
String
String
Clay
Foam
Foam
String
Foam
Clay
String
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
Foam
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
String
Clay
String
String
Clay
Foam
Printed words – pictures (C-B): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
String
Clay
String
Foam
Foam
String
Foam
Clay
Clay
Clay
Foam
String
String
Foam
String
Clay
Clay
String
Clay
Foam
Foam
Foam
Clay
String
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
String
Clay
String
Foam
Foam
Foam
Clay
String

Incorrect

Incorrect
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Printed words – Spoken name (C-D): Ask participant, “What is this?”
Sample Stimuli: Correct Incorrect
Other Vocalizations:
Foam
Clay
Foam
String
Clay
String
Foam
String
Clay
IOA: Agreements / (Agreements + Disagreements) * 100 = _____ / (______) * 100 = ___
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Appendix H
Tests for Emergent Relations: Set 3
Participant: ________________________ Researcher:____________________________
Primary / Secondary observer (Circle one) Date: ________________________________
Pictures - Printed Words (B-C): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Tape
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Pompoms
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Printed words – pictures (C-B): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Pompoms
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Jewels
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Pompoms
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Jewels
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Tape
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms

Incorrect

Incorrect
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Printed words – Spoken name (C-D): Ask participant, “What is this?”
Sample Stimuli:
Correct Incorrect
Other Vocalizations:
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
IOA: Agreements / (Agreements + Disagreements) * 100 = _____ / (______) * 100 = ___
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Appendix I
Conditional Discrimination Training: Set 1
Participant: ________________________ Researcher: ___________________________
Primary / Secondary observer (Circle one) Date: ________________________________
Spoken Word – Picture (A-B): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample
Stimuli:
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Sticks
Pipes
Beads

Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads

Comparison
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Pipes
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes

Correct

Incorrect

Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Beads
Sticks

Spoken Word – Printed Word (A-C): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Beads
Pipes

Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Sticks
Pipes

Comparison
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads

Correct
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Pipes
Beads
Sticks

Incorrect
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Mixed Training (A-B and A-C)): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Sticks
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Beads
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Pipes
Pipes
Sticks
Beads
Beads
Sticks
Beads
Pipes
Sticks
Pipes
Sticks
Beads

Incorrect

IOA: Agreements / (Agreements + Disagreements) * 100 = _____ / (______) * 100 = ___
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Appendix J
Conditional Discrimination Training: Set 2
Participant: ________________________ Researcher: ___________________________
Primary / Secondary observer (Circle one) Date: ________________________________
Spoken Word - Picture (A-B): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Clay
Foam
Clay
String
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
String
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
String
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
Foam
Clay
String
String
String
Foam
Clay
Foam
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
Foam
Clay
String

Incorrect

Spoken Word - Printed Word (A-C): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
Clay
`String
Clay
String
Foam

Foam
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
Foam
String
Foam
String

Comparison
String
Foam
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
Clay
String
Clay

Correct
Clay
String
Foam
Clay
String
String
Foam
Clay
Foam

Incorrect

66
Mixed Training (A-B and A-C)): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Clay
Clay
Foam
String
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
String
Foam
String
Clay
Foam
Clay
Foam
String
Clay
Clay
String
Foam
String
Foam
Clay
String
String
String
Foam
Clay
Clay
Clay
String
Foam
Foam
Foam
Clay
String

Incorrect

IOA: Agreements / (Agreements + Disagreements) * 100 = _____ / (______) * 100 = ___
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Appendix K
Conditional Discrimination Training: Set 3
Participant: ________________________ Researcher:____________________________
Primary / Secondary observer (Circle one) Date: ________________________________
Spoken Word - Picture (A-B): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape

Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms

Comparison
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Pompoms
Jewels
Jewels
Tape
Jewels

Correct

Incorrect

Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Pompoms
Tape

Spoken Word – Printed Word (A-C): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms

Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape

Comparison
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms

Correct
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels

Incorrect
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Mixed Training (A-B and A-C)): Instruct participant, “Match”
Sample Stimuli:
Comparison
Correct
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Tape
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Jewels
Tape
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels
Tape
Jewels
Pompoms
Pompoms
Pompoms
Tape
Jewels

Incorrect

IOA: Agreements / (Agreements + Disagreements) * 100 = _____ / (______) * 100 = ___
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Appendix L
Textual Activity Schedule Performance Data Sheet
Participant: ____________________ Researcher: _____________________ Date:
___________
Instruction: “It’s time to make a craft”
Set 1:
Condition: _________ Trial: _________
Stimuli
Correct Response

Incorrect Response

Total correct responses:
Set 2:
Condition: _________ Trial: _________
Stimuli
Correct Response

Incorrect Response

Total correct responses:
Set 2:
Condition: _________ Trial: _________
Stimuli
Correct Response

Total correct responses:

Incorrect Response
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Appendix M
Treatment Integrity Data Sheet
Researcher: ___________________________Date: ____________________
Emergent Relations Test
The three-ring binder was presented with the appropriate
stimuli
(e.g., sample stimulus and 3 comparison stimuli)
Comparison stimuli presented on the correct page in the binder
Researcher gave the instruction, “Match” or “What’s this?”
Researcher gave the participant 5 s to respond
All relations identified on data sheet were presented.
No reinforcement was given by the researcher for emergent
relations
Noncontingent reinforcement was given by the researcher for
on task behavior
Conditional Discrimination Training
The three-ring binder was presented with the appropriate
stimuli
(e.g., sample stimulus and 3 comparison stimuli)
Comparison stimuli presented on the correct page in the binder
Researcher gave the instruction, “Match” or “What’s this?”
Researcher gave the participant 5 s to respond
All relations identified on data sheet were presented.
Access to a preferred item was given after each trial block
Verbal praise was delivered immediately after a correct
response
Prompts (e.g., gestural) were delivered after an incorrect
response or if no response was initiated
A consistent time-delay of 3 s was used after 0 s during the
first trial block
Textual Activity Schedule Conditions
No labels are visible on the craft items used
Textual activity schedule presented with appropriate stimuli
(e.g., set 1, set 2, set 3 stimuli)
Textual stimuli were placed in activity schedule in a random
order
Researcher gave the instruction, “It’s time to make a craft.”
Researcher did not give reinforcement or use prompts

Performed
Correctly?
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Yes

No

Performed
Correctly?
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Performed
correctly?
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

